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ABSTRACT
This paper illustrates the effective use of Cutoff and SAS Code node in SAS® Enterprise Miner™ to change the
default cut off value of predicted probability during decision making with binary target models. SAS®, by default uses
cut-off value of 0.5 to predict a binary outcome from predicted probabilities i.e. the chance of primary outcome is
same as that of a secondary outcome. A cut-off value of 0.5 is not always acceptable because the observed
proportion of a primary outcome in a given population may not be always 50%. SAS® Enterprise Miner™ provides
Cutoff node to adjust probability cut-off point based on model’s ability to predict true positive, false positive & true
negative. We need to add small snippets of SAS code under “score” section of SAS Code node to account for the
new cut-off value in scoring dataset. This paper introduces a Technique to analyze probability cut-off using SAS®
Enterprise Guide™ as well.

INTRODUCTION
In statistics, different kind of modeling techniques such as Decision Tree or Logistic Regression is used in
situations wherein the target variable is binary. Such models usually predict the probability of a target/outcome to be
equal to 1 or 0. SAS® then converts the predicted probabilities to the predicted binary responses (1's/0's) by
choosing probability cut-off point i.e. if IP_1 is greater than 0.5 then we predict it as primary outcome (1) otherwise
secondary outcome (0)
This paper uses dataset and results from SAS® Data Mining shootout 2011 for illustration purpose. Primary target
variable “isAdmit” represents possibility of admits to the hospital following any storm.
IsAdmit = 1  Admits in the hospital
IsAdmit = 0 No admits in the hospital
Observations from the dataset reveal that the target variable shows a primary event occurring with a probability of
26.28%. In such situations, regardless of the type of model you build for predicting the primary event of target
occurrence, the primary target proportion will never be 50%. In other words, the probabilities of admits and no admits
are not identical. Hence, you would need to find out a more accurate probability cutoff value, different from default
predicted probability cutoff value of 0.5.
SAS® Enterprise Miner™ provides “Cutoff” node to analyze the effect of various cut-off probabilities on true positive,
false positive and true negative predictions. You can change the property of this node to change cutoff probability
and run the flow again to get better binary predictions. You would still have to write small snippets of SAS code to
apply the new cut-off value while scoring.

OVERVIEW OF THE CUTOFF NODE

Figure 1. Cut-off Node in SAS® Enterprise Miner™
Cutoff node can be found under the Assess category in the SAS® data mining process of Sample, Explore, Modify,
Model, and Assess (SEMMA).
The node provides tabular and graphical information to assist users in determining appropriate probability cutoff
point(s) for decision making with binary target models. An appropriate use of the Cutoff node can help minimize the
risk of generating high false positives and high false negatives.
You need to run the node at least twice. In the first run, you would obtain all the plots and tables to narrow down to
the best probability cutoff point. In subsequent runs, you would change the values of the “Cutoff Method” and “Cutoff
User” Input properties, while customizing the plots, until an optimal cutoff value is obtained. The goal is to choose
such a cutoff value that can provide the best balance between True Positive and False Positive predictions.
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PROCEDURE FOR ENTERPRISE MINER™
 Connect Cutoff node to your trained model.

Figure 2. Cut-off Node connected to Model node in SAS® Enterprise Miner™ flow diagram
 Run the node. Go to Results  Overall Rates chart.

Figure 3. Overall Rates Chart
This plot shows that how overall classification, sensitivity, specificity and prediction accuracy changes with change in
probability cut-off point
 You can click on any point on graph to find values of TP, FP, TN rate at particular cut-off point and choose best
value based on problem requirement.

Figure 4. Selected cutoff value on overall rates chart
 You will have to decide on the cutoff based on the basis of your business objective, level of impact and the tradeoff between sensitivity, specificity and false positivity values.
 You should select cutoff value such that you can improve sensitivity of the model by restricting the false positive
rate to the lowest minimum value
 You need to be very careful in selecting cut-off value because selecting a very low cut-off may give you a high
True positive rate but that will increase the false positive rate as well, badly impacting your model performance.
 You may even use table instead of graph to get better insight on the effect of the various probability cutoff. Click
view table in the result window.
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Figure 5. Overall Rates Table
 The tabular view will allow you to analyze effect of minute change in probability cutoff value and select value up to
two decimal places (for e.g. 0.29). Notice that, as you try to increase true positive rate, false positive rate also
increases accompanied by a decrease in true negative rate.
 As you decide on changing your cutoff value, click on the cutoff node and change the Cutoff User Input value to
the value you desire in the property panel. As an example, I changed the cutoff to 0.37 from 0.5 after analyzing
the plot and table generated above steps.

Figure 6. CutOff node property
 You need to run the Cutoff node again to apply new cutoff value while predicting binary decision. Now go to view
scoring  SAS Code under result window

Figure 7. Result window menu
 You can notice that how new cut-off value is applied & new variable named “EM_CUTOFF” for classification of
predicted target “isAdmit” to 1 or 0 is generated.

Note: P_isAdmit is equivalent to P_<your target>
 Please note that above updated cutoff will not be applied while scoring dataset. For that, you need to connect
SAS Code node to Cutoff node and write simple assignment statement in score code tab of SAS Code node
I_<your target> = EM_CUTOFF;
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Figure 8. SAS code Node
 Save and run the node. Connect Score node to SAS Code node & your scored data set will use modified
probability cutoff value.

Figure 9. Enterprise Miner™ flow diagram for scoring
If you use SAS® Enterprise Guide™ instead of SAS® Enterprise Miner™, following steps will help you modify cutoff
value in SAS® Enterprise Guide™

PROCEDURE FOR SAS® ENTERPRISE GUIDE™
 SAS® Enterprise Guide™ automatically creates classification table for various possible probability cutoff value
similar to SAS® Enterprise Miner™ Cutoff node table
 The following screenshot has been taken from a Logistic Regression model. Under Model Option, you can check
the check box for “Show Classification table” to display table in output result. You can optionally specify custom
cut points, if you are not interested in entire table to be displayed.
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Figure 10. Enterprise Guide™ Logistic Regression model property
 The result window will provide following table for analysis. You will notice that probability cutoff of 0.5 is not
suitable in given example. Looking at all other values, cut-off value of 0.42 seems to be perfect with lowest false
positive & highest true positive.

Figure 11. Full classification table without specified cut points
Please note that above screen shot has been taken from model training in initial stage. Further tuning should be
required before selecting cutoff point.
 To change default probability cutoff , we need to run small SAS program on output data set

Figure 12. SAS code to change cutoff probability

CONCLUSION
SAS® Enterprise Miner™ and SAS® Enterprise Guide™ allows enough flexibility to the users to change SAS®
default probability cutoff value using Cutoff node and SAS code so as to obtain more accurate decision type
predictions.
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